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Abstract
Shape memory polymers and their composites are kind of smart materials, which can transfer
from the temporarily fixed configuration to the original configuration under external stimuli.
Their inherent advantages are low density, low cost, large recoverable deformation ability and
controllable stimulus method, which make them an alternative for aerospace applications
(deployable structures, release devices, wrinkled/slack control component, etc). Most of these
applications are in development stage, some have completed the ground functional verification
experiments, a rare part has been carried out the spaceflight experiments. This review focuses on
their materials and structures in aerospace field, briefly introduces the development history and
general mechanism of shape memory polymers and their composites, replenishes the space
radiation resistance abilities of these materials under the ground-simulated space radiation
experiments, tracks those applications who have already completed the spaceflight experiments,
then exhibits some novel applications which have great potential and could give us inspirations
for new aerospace application development, finally the prospects for materials and structures are
discussed in the future outlook.

Keywords: shape memory polymer, shape memory polymer composite, space radiation,
spaceflight experiment, potential application

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Smart materials can sense, judge and respond to external
stimuli, they incorporate the capabilities of sensing, driving,
and controlling together. The developments of those materi-
als, including shape memory ceramics (SMCs), shape mem-
ory alloys (SMAs) and shape memory polymers (SMPs), etc,
have been underway for decades [1–3]. Particularly, SMPs
represent a type of macro-molecular polymers which can
switch from a temporarily fixed configuration to the original
configuration under certain stimuli (heat [4–8], electricity

[9–13], magnetism [14, 15], light [16–18], solution [19–23],
etc). Schematics of shape recovery processes are shown in
figure 1. Their inherent advantages are low density, low cost,
large recoverable strain, controllable stimulus method, and
flexible manufacturability of the glass transition temperature.
The main drawbacks of SMPs are lower recovery stress
(with the order of magnitude 10MPa), smaller energy output
(with the order of magnitude 10–1–100 MJ m−3), longer
recovery time (with the order of magnitude 10 s), and shorter
cycle life (with the order of magnitude 102) compared to
SMAs [24–27]. However, some drawbacks of SMPs could be
translated into advantages in specific situations, for example,
the long recovery time could result in small impact response
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in release devices [28]. While the low recovery stress does
limit the application of SMPs. Consequently, the shape
memory polymer composites (SMPCs) have been developed
to satisfy demands in various applications. They are generally
divided into particles-reinforced and fiber-reinforced compo-
sites according to the type of reinforcements [2, 29–33].
Particles-reinforced SMPCs, whose fillers include Ni powders
[9, 10], carbon black [21, 22], carbon nanotubes [34, 35],
Fe3O4 nanoparticles [36], etc are more used as functional
materials [9, 10, 21, 22, 34–37]. Fiber-reinforced SMPCs,
whose fillers include carbon fibers [26, 38–40], glass fibers
[27, 41] and Kevlar fibers [41], etc are usually used as
structural materials due to their good mechanical properties
[2, 26, 27, 38–41]. Studies on SMPCs indicate that they have
relatively high strength, large recovery force, and high
damping etc. They could be utilized in various applications,
such as textiles [42–45], microelectronics [46–48], bio-med-
ical [49], and aerospace [50, 51], etc.

Since the first literature mentioning shape memory effect
of a methacrylic acid ester resin in 1941 [52, 53], it was not
until the 1960s that SMPs had the first large-scale application
when the covalently crosslinked polyethylene was made into
thermal contraction tubes [53–56]. Tremendous endeavors
started in the late 1980s where researchers’ efforts were
mainly focused on material synthesis [26, 57, 58]. During the
2000s, substantial applications in aerospace, biomedical have
emerged and motivated the continuous study of material
synthesis and characterization. Several typical SMPs have
been commercialized, including polyurethane [27, 59], ali-
phatic polyurethane [60], polystyrene based SMP [61, 62],
epoxy and cyanate based SMP [37, 63–65], polypropylene
and polyester based SMP [66], etc. Meanwhile, several
groups have been dedicated to the development of SMPs with
specific properties for certain requirements, Osada for
hydrogels [67–69], L Santo for foams and composites
[70, 71], A Lendlein for biopolymers and medical devices
[4, 18, 72–75], Hu for textiles and apparels [76–78], and Leng

for thermoset SMPs and aerospace applications [51, 79–82].
Table 1 lists the potential SMPs for aerospace applications.

To date, several excellent reviews, focusing on the SMP/
SMPC syntheses, properties, simulation methods, applica-
tions, have been published [26, 51, 83–86]. We need to
mention two previous reviews about the SMP/SMPC in
aerospace filed. In 2001, Lake et al revealed the development
of elastic memory composites (EMCs, namely carbon fiber
reinforced SMPCs). The theoretical model, material evalua-
tion, and applications there promoted other researchers to
realize the practicability of SMPCs in aerospace applications
[83]. In 2013, Liu et al reviewed the SMPs and SMPCs in
aerospace applications from the mechanism, stimulus method
to structures; detailed progresses of SMPC hinges, booms,

Figure 1. Schematics of shape recovery processes, (a) free recovery process, (b) constraint recovery process, (c) the temperature-strain–stress
curves at different recovery process (1. Loading at high temperature (above Tg), 2. Cooling with external constraints, 3. releasing the
constraints, 4–1 free recovery process, 4–2 constraint recovery process).

Table 1. Partial list of SMPs for potential aerospace alternatives.

Research group SMP matrix
Glass transition
temperature (°C)

SMP Technologies Inc. Polyurethane
[27, 59]

−40∼90

Lubrizol Advanced
Materials

Aliphatic poly-
urethane [60]

74

Cornerstone Research
Group, Inc.

Polystyrene [61] 45–106

Epoxy based [62] 105
Cyanate Ester [61] 135–230

Composite Technology
Development, Inc.

Epoxy [37, 64] 79.3, 71

Cyanate Ester [64] 155, 164, 170
ILC Dover, Inc. Polyurethane [66] 55,75

Epoxy [66] 48, 53, 65
Polyester [66] 80
Polypropylene [66] 80, 95, 108

3 M Company Epoxy [70] 106
Leng’s Group Epoxy [81] 37–96

Cyanate–ester [79] 156.9–256.9
Polyimide [8] 321–323
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solar array, reflector antenna, and morphing wing, etc [51].
This review focuses on the SMP/SMPC materials and
structures in aerospace field, with aims of replenishing the
material space radiation resistance capabilities found in open
literature, tracking the applications who have already com-
pleted the spaceflight experiments, and listing new developed
applications who are potential for the aerospace but at prin-
ciple prototype stages.

2. General mechanism of SMP and SMPC

2.1. General mechanism of SMP

Shape memory property, the most distinguished property of
SMP/SMPC, has been introduced in the previous review
[51]. From the high polymer physics view, all polymeric
materials possess the shape memory property substantially,
just differ in recovery time. Some are too short, like the
rubber would immediately have the elastic recovery once the
external constraint is released; while others, like the deformed
plastic which would take hundreds of or even thousands of
years to have a small recovery. General polymers are cova-
lently or physically cross-linked, exhibiting viscoelastic to
large strain above either Tm (crystalline polymers) or Tg
(amorphous polymers), and elastic to small strain at low
temperature (figure 2). At the temperature above Tm/Tg, the
polymer chain segments between the crosslinking points
prone to deform freely, and twist randomly around the ske-
leton bond, thus keeping a maximum entropy and a minimum
internal energy under macroscopic deformation [87]. The
deformation usually happens at the temperature above Tm/
Tg, where the flexible chain segments of the polymer are
elongated or flowed along the deformation direction by
external forces. During temperature decreasing, the move-
ments of the chain segments are locked through networks’
crystallization or vitrification, resulting in the material in a
low energy state. The temporarily fixed configuration would
be got after releasing the external constraint where the mat-
erial is generally elastic at macroscopic, and there usually has
an elastic shrink due to the segments’ structural recoil. At the

molecular level, either stress or strain would relax depending
on the time, temperature, etc, the temporarily fixed config-
uration is actually in a non-equilibrium state but relatively
stable for SMP/SMPC. Upon subsequent reheating to the
temperature above Tm/Tg, the segments are unlocked,
restoring to their most disordered conformation, thus the
material recovery to its original configuration at macroscopic.
The shape memory mechanism mentioned above inspires us
that the fundamental prerequisites for polymers with sig-
nificant shape memory property include: (1) successful
accomplishment of shape programming by locking the poly-
meric segments without creep; (2) a sharp transition of the
modulus corresponding to temperature, which would
promptly lead to a temporarily fixed shape at low temperature
and stimulate shape recovery at high temperature; (3) vis-
coelasticity above Tm/Tg that ensure a relatively complete
shape recovery without residual strain [76, 88–93].

The constitutive models of SMP could be categorized
into two sections: thermoviscoelastic modeling approaches
and phase transition modeling approaches [95]. Materials in
the thermoviscoelastic model are often assumed as combi-
nations of springs, dashpots and frictional elements, the
representative works are Tobushi model [96, 97], Nguyen
model [98], Gu model [99], etc. These models are suitable to
describe rate-dependent behavior on macroscopic level [2].
The phase transition models are migrated from the SMA’s
model, dividing the material basically into active and frozen
phases [100–102]. It is phenomenological for amorphous
SMPs, but can find physical meaning in semicrystalline
SMPs. Representative works are Liu model [100], Chen and
Lagoudas model [101, 102]. Some researchers integrated the
two approaches together, describing the mechanical behavior
of the individual phase with viscoelasticity equations
[103–105].

2.2. General mechanism of SMPC

The low mechanical properties of SMPs are limiting factors
for their commercial applicability. Consequently, SMPCs
have been developed. Usually, the reinforcement ability of
continuous fiber is the highest, followed by the short fibers
and the particles. To date, the open literature about the
SMPCs for aerospace application is primarily continuous
fiber reinforced SMPCs, normally carbon fiber or fabric since
their high reinforcement, good physical and chemical prop-
erties. Though the maximum elongation ratio of carbon fibers
is less than 2%, restricting the tensile deformation of SMPCs
[64, 106–112]. These continuous fiber reinforced SMPCs
could survive under large macro bending deformation.
Researchers have put tremendous efforts to explore the
bending mechanism of SMPCs, and concluded the micro-
buckling is the reason (figure 3). Micro-buckling happens at
large bending ratio when a fibre reinforced SMPC is heated to
the temperature above Tm/Tg. At this situation, the SMP
matrix has a low shear modulus (with the order of magnitude
10MPa), and does not have enough stiffness to support those
fibers in compression. Consequently, those fibers would have
micro-buckling as a result of instability. This enables a

Figure 2. The molecular mechanism of the SMP, • crosslinking
points; low mobility molecular chains below Tm/Tg; high
mobility molecular chains above Tm/Tg [94].
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relatively large fiber compression strain since the buckled
fiber appears shorter than that of the unbuckled one in macro
scale. The amplitude of the micro buckle is the place to
accommodate the change in length. The macro strain of the
buckled SMPC is above the conventional material strain
failure limit. While, it should be noted that the thickness of
the SMPC is usually less than 2 mm, since a thicker laminate
or a laminate with large modulus would have a large shear
force to prevent the bending of fibers or damage the matrix.

In the 1750s, Euler investigated the characteristic defor-
mation, buckling, of a rod under the axial load, and derived the
Euler formula to calculate the load-bearing ability of the rod
[114]. Euler’s work is the fundamental of the following study.
Since 1999, the Composite Technology Development Inc.,
Lafayette, CO (CTD) has been developing the SMPs and their
fiber/fabric reinforced composites (namely EMC), and led the
way to study the micro-mechanisms deformation of EMC [83,
115–117]. Lan et al and Zhang et al have followed the micro-
buckling study of unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced
SMPC, experimental and analytical studied the critical buck-
ling position, the neutral plane, the amplitude and the half-
wavelength of the buckled fiber by using strain energy method
[113, 118]. Some researchers combined the theoretical models
of SMPs and rule of mixture of composites to describe the
thermomechanical behavior of SMPCs [119–121].

3. Effects of space environment on SMP/SMPC

The selection of new material for aerospace usage requires
evaluations of performance under various ground simulated
space radiations. Space radiations, including high vacuum,
thermal cycling, ultraviolet radiation (UV), atomic oxygen
(AO), plasma environment (ions and electrons), space debris,
etc, can cause degradation of material, induce damage of
component or structure, reduce system’s reliability, and even
shorten spacecraft’s service life [122–130]. After years of
investigation, researchers have found that the high vacuum,
thermal cycling, UV, and AO are harsh space environmental
factors, which have significant effects on materials [65,
131–146]. Therefore, this section will review the impacts of
the above four space radiations on SMP/SMPC perfor-
mances, exploring the mechanism of radiation damage in
order to adopt appropriate protective methods to elongate the
material life.

3.1. High vacuum

The high vacuum environment can cause material degassing,
sublimation, mass loss, and even changes in physical and

dielectric properties. When vacuum level reaches about
10–2 Pa, the gas adsorbed on the surface or dissolved in the
material could be detached and released. If the released gas
condenses or deposit on the surface of devices, such as an
optical instrument, the device will be contaminated. In addi-
tion, the high vacuum may also induce space charge which
might result in short-circuit or breakdown of instruments, and
cold welding of materials which might obstruct moving parts.
There is a standard test method ASTM E595 for evaluating
the material performance in the high vacuum environment.
Though different materials have different mass losses in the
vacuum environment. Generally, aerospace materials require
total mass loss (TML) in vacuum environment not exceeding
1.00%, collected condensable volatiles matter (CVCM) no
more than 0.1% [64, 65, 131, 133].

The CTD has developed Tembo® EMC materials for
years. As we mentioned above, EMC is another saying about
SMPC, it is widely used in literature by CTD or Air Force
Research Laboratory. In order to promote the application of
EMC in aerospace field, CTD has conducted vacuum-outgas
experiments of Tembo® series materials (Tembo® DP5.1,
Tembo® 5XQ, Tembo® BG1.3, corresponding to epoxy,
epoxy and cyanate esters matrix respectively) around 2000
[65]. They all passed the requirements that TML no more than
1.0% and CVCM no more than 0.1%. Results are shown in
table 2. Leng’s group also carried out vacuum-outgas
experiments on cyanate-based SMP (Tg 205 °C), marked as
SMP-CRIV in the following, according to the ASTM E595
standard. The TML, CVCM and collected water vapor were
1.04%, 0.01% and 0.80% respectively. The TML exceeded
the upper limit of 0.04%, but the CVCM met the requirement
of less than 0.1% [142]. Since most of the mass loss of SMP-
CRIV is water vapor, which would not deposit significantly
on optoelectronic components’ surfaces. This material can
still be considered as a candidate for aerospace-grade mat-
erial. But when such materials are actually used in the aero-
space field, they should better be degassed or deflated before
usage.

3.2. Thermal cycling

The thermal cycling experiment is a basic and routine test for
anything that targets on spaceflight since every spacecraft
experiences large temperature difference in orbit. There are
two reasons for the temperature difference. One is the dif-
ference between the illuminated surface and the non-illumi-
nated surface, and the other is the alternate temperature
change caused by the alternately move in and out of the

Figure 3. The post-microbuckling of fiber reinforced SMPC under
compressive loading [113].

Table 2. Vaccum-outgas experimental results of relevant materials
[65, 142].

Material Tg, °C TML, % CVCM, %

Tembo® DP5.1 71 0.87% <0.01%
Tembo® 5XQ 77 0.90% 0.03%
Tembo® BG1.3 164 0.32% 0.03%
SMP-CRIV 205 1.04% 0.01%
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earth’s shadow [132]. According to the NASA Langley
Research Center report, the Space Station in the low earth
orbit is expected to be thermally cycled about 175 000 times
with an expected life of 30 years [147]. The long-term ther-
mal cycling can result in uneven thermal stress, thermal
fatigue, and microcracking of materials, leading to dete-
rioration of physical and mechanical properties.

Leng’s group has carried out the thermal cycling experiment
for polyimide-based SMP (Tg 170 °C) marked as SMCTPI.
The vacuum level, temperature range, cycling times are 5.4×
10−4 Pa, −170 °C∼+170 °C, 0 cycle, 10 cycles, 30 cycles and
50 cycles respectively [145]. The Tg (the temperature corresp-
onding to the peak of the loss factor tan δ) of SMCPI basically
stabilizes at 170 °C after 50 cycles (figure 4) [145]. Because the
SMCPI has been cured at 210 °C for 2 h in the final step of the
curing process [145]. The 210 °C is 40 °C higher than SMCPI’s
Tg, thus the post-cure effect is not significant during thermal
cycling. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra experiments
indicate that the functional groups do not change after thermal
cycling (figure 5). Shape memory behavior experiments show the
shape fixity and recovery ratio are not significantly altered,
confirming the thermal cycling has no significant influence on
shape memory property of the SMCTPI [145]. However, mat-
erial properties with more thermal cycles cannot be estimated
based on existing results.

3.3. Ultraviolet radiation

In the space environment, the UV radiation with a wavelength
of 10–400 nm, although accounting for a small proportion
∼8.7% (118Wm−2) of the solar electromagnetic radiation
(1353Wm−2), has a high photon energy, which can cause
photolysis and ionization of molecules, cleavage of chemical
bonds, resulting in microcracks, cracks, embrittlement and
aging. It widely deteriorates the mechanical and optical
properties of solar cells, thermal control coatings, composite
adhesives, etc [148, 149].

Leng’s group has conducted UV radiation experiments of
SMP-CRIV and SMCTPI. The irradiation dose for SMP-
CRIV and SMCTPI is up to 3000 equivalent solar hours (ESH,

= ´-1ESH 1353 W m 8.7%2 × = ´ -3600 s 4.2 10 J m5 2);
the detailed conditions are: wavelength 200–400 nm, 5 times the
solar constant, irradiation times of 200, 400, and 600 h,
corresponding to 1000 ESH, 2000 ESH and 3000 ESH
[142, 145].

The above two types of SMPs have color and transmit-
tance change after high-energy UV radiation since the UV
radiation triggers photochemical reactions of materials. The
surface color darkens and the transparency lowers in the
visible region with the increase of irradiation time, as shown
in figure 6. The Tg of SMCTPI is basically unchanged; while
the Tg of SMP-CRIV drops by 7 °C after 3000 ESH
[142, 145]. The Tg changes for SMPs exposed to UV
radiation are complex because the UV could induce either
crosslinking reaction or cracking reaction depending on the
irradiation dose. Even though the high energy of the UV
photons can cause the surface temperature of the material
increases after irradiation. The temperature is not high enough
for SMP-CRIV’s post-curing, so the mechanical properties of
SMP-CRIV do not change significantly after irradiation.
While the tensile strength and elongation of SMCTPI
decrease by 40.5% and 41.79% after 600 h of irradiation,
mainly due to the SMCTPI thin thickness, 0.18 mm, which is
much thinner than the SMP-CRIV’s 2 mm. The effect of UV
radiation on material gradually deepens from the surface to
inner. For thin SMCTPI, the proportion of the irradiated part
is much larger than that of SMP-CRIV, resulting in significant

Figure 4. DMA curves of the SMCTPI before and after temperature
cycling [145].

Figure 5. FTIR spectra of SMCTPI before and after temperature
cycling [145].

Figure 6. Images of SMP-CRIV samples before and after UV
radiation [142].
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deterioration of mechanical properties [142, 145]. FTIR
experiments and shape memory behavior experiments indi-
cate the UV radiation does not change the chemical bond type
of the above SMPs, and their shape memory properties
remain stable (figure 7) [142, 145].

3.4. Atomic oxygen

The AO is a kind of free oxygen atoms which is generated by
solar UV radiation dissociating oxygen molecules. At low
earth orbit (altitude of 300–500 km), the neutral atmosphere
consists of 80% AO and 20% nitrogen molecules. When a
satellite is operating at 7.8 km s−1 in the low earth orbit, the
impact energy of atomic oxygen can reach 4.5–5 eV [145].
The high-energy impact can easily break polymer bonds and
induce a series of physical or chemical reactions with low
activation energy, resulting in surface resin erosion, fiber
exposure, mechanical properties degradation, and even the
formation of condensable gases which might contaminate the
optical instruments on satellites [150, 151].

Leng’s group has conducted AO radiation experiments of
epoxy-based SMP (Tg 100 °C) marked as SMPEP, and
SMCTPI. The experimental condition for SMPEP is lower
than that of SMCTPI. The SMPEP is irradiated for 33, 66,
and 100 h with AO translational energy of ∼5 eV and flux of
>2 × 1015 AO cm–2 s–1 [143]. While the flux is increased to
5×1015 AO cm–2 s–1 for SMCTPI, and the irradiation doses
are increased to 3×1021 O cm–2, 6×1021 O cm–2, and
10×1021 O cm–2 respectively [145].

As the dose of AO radiation increases, the surface
roughness of the material increases. Scanning electron
microscope photographs in figure 8 show the morphological

transformation of SMCTPI [145]. Because the high-energy
impact of AO destroys chemical bonds of material, causing
complex oxidation or crosslinking reactions, and generating
active particles, such as free radicals, ions, molecules, etc.
These products could deposit on nearby surfaces, further
causing contamination and altering the surface morphology of
materials. The results of FTIR experiments are shown in

Figure 7. FTIR spectra of materials before and after UV radiation,
(a) SMP-CRIV [142], (b) SMCTPI [145].

Figure 8. Surface morphologies of SMCTPI samples exposed
to different AO radiation doses, (a) 0, (b) 3×1021 O cm–2,
(c) 6 × 1021 O cm–2, (d) 10×1021 O cm–2 [145].

Figure 9. FTIR spectra of materials before and after AO irradiation,
(a) SMPEP [143], (b) SMCTPI [145].
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Table 3. A list of SMP/SMPC spaceflight experiments.

Time
Experimental
type Experimental object Experimental content Material source Environment Result

2006 Structure-level Tembo® EMC hinge Deploy the experimental solar
array

CTD Low earth orbit: TacSat-2 Success [39, 152]

2007 Structure-level Tembo® EMC hinge Measure the recovery force and
accuracy of the deployment

CTD Inside a container onboard
the ISS

Success [39, 153]

2007 Structure-level Deployable gravity gra-
dient boom

Deployment and stabilization of
the satellite

CTD Low earth orbit: FalconSat
− 3

The boom was deployed and mostly
stabilized the satellite in the z-axis
[65, 154, 155]

2011 Material-level SMP foams under compres-
sion, bending and torsion
deformation modes

Development in microgravity
conditions

3 M Scotchkote™206 N Inside the BIOKON con-
tainer onboard the ISS

Recovery ratios for: compression
10%, bending 72%, torsion
71% [70]

2012 Material-level SMP samples Development by solar radiation
and electrified heating, and
long-term observation

SMP Technologies Inc Exposed outside the ISS Deployment by solar radiation suc-
cessfully, but recovery imper-
fectly by the electrified
heating [156]

2013 Material-level SMP foam, actuator based on
SMP foam, SMPC sheet

Development in microgravity
conditions

3 M Scotchkote™ 206 N Inside the BIOKON con-
tainer onboard the Soyuz
spacecraft

Recovery ratios for: compression
88%, actuator 76%, SMPC sheet
90% [71]

2016 Structure-level A prototype of sunlight-sti-
mulated solar array sub-
strate based on SMPC

Development by sunlight sti-
mulation, and long-term anti-
irradiation observation

Jinsong Leng’s group Geostationary orbit: on the
deck of an experimental
satellite

Success [157]
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figure 9. After 100 h irradiation, the Tg of SMPEP slightly
increases by 3 °C; on the contrary, the Tgs of SMCTPI
decreases by ∼1.6 °C when the irradiation dose reaches
10×1021 O cm–2 [143, 145]. The mechanical properties of
SMPEP decrease, while almost stable for SMCTPI under
different irradiation fluxes. The reason for mechanical prop-
erties decrease of SMPEP might be the oxidation reaction
between the internal ester bond and the unreacted hydroxyl
group on the epoxy resin chain, causing the macromolecular
chains which contain C, H, O, N, S to be broken, resulting in
microcracks generation and propagation [143, 145]. The
microcracks is the main reason for the large decrease of
elongation of SMPEP. As we have introduced above, the
erosion or degradation of radiation is from the surface to the
interior. Since the effect of AO radiation on the internal
material is minor, the shape memory property of material
would remain the same as those unirradiated ones [143, 145].
The above two SMPs should not be directly exposed to space,
they need to be protected when they are used in low earth
orbit spacecraft.

So far, the open literature show that CTD Tembo® series
have obtained space use licenses, and its products have been
conducting spaceflight experiments around 2006 (exper-
imental details will be introduced in section 4). But only the
outgassing experiment in vacuum environment has been

described in detail; others, such as thermal cycling, UV, etc
are just presented with short evaluation words ‘good, bad, etc’
as results. In recent years, Leng’s group has conducted a
series of ground-stimulated space environment radiation
experiments on epoxy based SMP, polyimide based SMP, and
cyanate based SMP. The results show that the above three
SMPs have relatively good resistances to space radiations.
However, the irradiation dose should not be ignored when
evaluating the effect of space radiation on materials, because
the effect of any radiation is an accumulation process.

4. SMP/SMPC spaceflight experiments progress

There are a variety of applications of SMP/SMPC on space
structures, such as trusses, radiators, and solar arrays, etc.
Some of these structures have done spaceflight experiments
[39, 65, 70, 71, 152–156]. A brief introduction of them has
been listed in table 3. The hinges, deployable gravity gradient
boom and the prototype of sunlight stimulated solar array
substrate are in structure-level, while the other in material-
level.

In the effort to explore the application of Tembo® EMC,
CTD has developed a variety of deployment mechanisms and
structures, such as hinge, boom, solar array and antennae,
most of them have a complete process of design, fabrication,
and ground experiments [5, 39, 51, 64, 65, 83]. In the 2000s,
Tembo® EMC structures were offered opportunities for
spaceflight experiment. Tembo® EMC hinge, two semi-
cylindrical carbon fabric reinforced EMC laminates con-
nected by two end fittings, was arranged two spaceflight
experiments to evaluate the EMC technology (figure 10).
According to the news in NASA website, the first protoflight-
level experiment of EMC hinge was its deployment of a
experimental solar panel on the satellite TacSat-2 which was
launch on 16 December, 2006 [65]. The EMC hinge was
approximately 10 cm in length, 2.5 cm in width and height. It
was covered by aluminized polyimide thermal shroud, which
was used to reduce radiative thermal transfer losses to space
while heating the hinge [152].

Another EMC hinge spaceflight experiment was the
validation operation of six hinges in International Space
Station (ISS) during Expedition 15, from 7 April, 2007 to 21
October, 2007 [153]. This was planned to be the first EMC
hinge spaceflight, however, it was carried out after the pre-
vious mentioned EMC hinge on TacSat-2 [39, 65]. The test
articles were the same size as the hinges on TacSat-2. They
were equipped with end fixture, remote actuation and
metrology device to evaluate the deployment accuracy, force
and torque of the hinge (figure 11). The crew member
repeatedly folded the EMC hinges to 90°, the stowed con-
figuration, by using the control panels on the chassis. A full
cycle, including power on, hinge deployment and hinge rest,
was less than 90 min. The force-torque history and deploy-
ment accuracy were automatically recorded but unpublished
yet. It was announced that the EMC hinges experiment suc-
cessfully completed onboard the ISS, confirming the Tembo®

EMC hinge, as well as other deployable structures based on

Figure 10. Tembo® EMC Hinge, (a) the images of EMC Hinge in
packaged and deployed configurations, (b) TacSat-2 experi-
ment [65].

Figure 11. EMC hinge flight unit in International Space Station (ISS)
environment [65].
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Tembo® EMC material could be used for space applica-
tions [153].

The deployable gravity gradient boom was one of
important scientific loads for FalconSAT-3, a student-built
microsatellite, which was launched on 9 March, 2007 [154].
The boom belongs to Tembo® EMC deployable boom
structure of CTD, aiming to verify the material-level
deployment technique. It was mounted with a tip payload and

used for the passive gravity gradient stabilization of the
satellite. It was designed with central sleeves and EMC
longerons (figure 12). The longerons were EMC laminates,
which were folded in a serpentine fashion for launch. Once on
orbit, the laminates were heated for deployment thus pro-
viding driving force to deploy the boom. The expanded boom
was 3.3 m long, and its total mass was 10.6 kg (tip payload
mass 8 kg). On 28 November, 2007, the boom was deployed

Figure 12. The proposed FalconSat-3 deployable gravity gradient boom, (a) the packaged configuration, (b) the deployed configuration [65].

Figure 13. The I-FOAM experiment, (a) initial shape of samples, (b) final shape of samples, (c) progress of recovery in the ISS [70].
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and mostly stabilized the satellite in the z-axis [155]. The
gravity gradient boom for FalconSat-3 is a successful appli-
cation of SMPC in the low earth orbit, and provides a cutting-
edge and efficient mechanism for deployable trusses.

In the 2010s, Italy, Japan and China have joined the
SMP/SMPC spaceflight experiments [70, 71, 156, 157]. The
I-FOAM experiment in microgravity conditions was carried
out on 22 May, 2011, during the Shuttlem Mission STS-134
(ISS assembly flight ULF6) [70]. There were three foam

samples under different loading conditions: compression,
bending and torsion. They were placed in the BIOKON
container which could be taken back to earth for further
analyses after the spaceflight (figure 13). All samples did not
achieve the full recovery, recovery ratios of 10% for com-
pression, 72% for bending and 71% for torsion deformation
[70]. After comparing with ground laboratory experiments,
scientists and engineers drew the conclusion that the micro-
gravity had no influence on shape memory property of the

Figure 14. Inflatable Material Panel (IMP), (a) overall view of IMP during spaceflight, (b) specimen layout of IMP [156].

Figure 15. The Ribes_Foam2 experiment, (a) the samples and experimental unit before flight, (b) size of samples after flight, (c) images of
recovery during heating on-board [71].
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foams but did affect the behavior of heating devices, thus the
bad heating condition affected the shape recovery. In the
following Italian SMP spaceflight experiment, Ribes_Foam2
(2013), the heating problem was solved [70].

According to the timeline, we need to introduce the
Inflatable Material Panel (IMP) experiment of Japan before
the Ribes_Foam2. The IMP was an experimental sub-mission
equipment of the Space Inflatable Membranes Pioneering
Long-term Experiments, which was installed to the exposed
facility on Japan Experiment Module in ISS on 9 August,
2012 [156]. The SMP samples had two kinds of surface to
space environment, one was naked and deployed by solar
radiation, the other was covered by thermal control film and
deployed by electrified heating (figure 14). The configuration
of sample stimulated by electrified heating was slightly

different from the original, which might be caused by the
effects of excessive heating and stress relaxation [156]. It was
also planned to evaluate the resistance of these samples to
long-term radiation, but we failed to find any update.

On 20 April, 2013, Ribes_Foam2, another SMP space-
flight experiment by Italy, was performed during Mission
BION-M1 of the Soyuz spacecraft [71]. The equipment was
the same as that of in the I-FOAM. Only the compression
deformation was repeated, the other two were replaced by a
small actuator which was actuated by SMP foam, and a
SMPC sheet (figure 15). The first goal was to overcome
problems which caused the incomplete recovery of foams in
the I-FOAM. Others are the data collection of actuation load
during recovery of compressed foam, and the recovery
behavior testing of carbon fabric reinforced SMPC. Recovery

Figure 16. Mission SMS-I, (a) the packaged configuration, (b) the deployed configuration, (c) orbital images 13 d and 8 months after
launching [157].
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ratios of the compressed SMP foam block, the SMP foam in
actuator and the SMPC sheet are 88%, 76%, 90% respec-
tively. In Ribes_Foam2 experiment, 100% shape recovery
was not achieved, but much better than those in I-FOAM. The
main reason is that the heating phase in Ribes_Foam2
(55 min) is longer than the previous one (25 min) [71].

In 2016, a prototype of sunlight-stimulated solar array
substrate based on carbon fabric reinforced SMPC, named
Mission SMS-I, was carried by an experimental satellite to the
geostationary orbit to do the deployment test and long-term
anti-irradiation observation [157]. The substrate exhibited the
‘Ω’ packaged configuration, and could recover to the ‘−’

deployed configuration upon sunlight stimulation (figure 16).
The Tg of the epoxy-based SMP matrix was 85.4 °C. The first
order of natural frequency for the packaged substrate was
35.17 Hz, while 2.07 Hz for the deployed substrate. Due to
the operation limitation, the orbital deployment process has
not been recorded, only images of the deployed substrate

were obtained. The substrate was found deployed to the ‘−’

configuration with a recovery ratio of ∼100% at the first
observation thirteen days after launching. It maintained the
straightly flat configuration without visible crack eight
months later, indicating the SMPC had a good long-term anti-
irradiation capability [157]. The Mission SMS-I is China’s
pioneering SMPC orbital experiment, and the world’s first
SMPC geostationary orbit experiment. Its significance is to
demonstrate the possibility of the passive deployment
mechanism, and the availability of SMPC directly exposed to
the geostationary space environment.

Published spaceflight experiments of SMP/SMPC have
boosted the research enthusiasm for new shape memory
materials and structures. Various structures, including hinge
[158], flexible solar array [159], deployable mirror [64], and
hinge driven reflector [160, 161], have been developed and
conducted ground-based tests, but lack the opportunity for
spaceflight experiment.

Figure 17. Two kinds of deployable trusses, (a) schematic of the three-longeron beam, (b) schematic of the three-longeron truss, (c) unfolded
SMPC laminates, (d) folded SMPC laminates, (e) the deployment process of the three-longeron beam, (f) the modal of the three-longeron
truss [50, 165].
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5. Potential applications of SMP/SMPC in
aerospace field

At present, there are still many researchers focus on developing
SMPC hinges and booms, most of which are based on the
EMC hinge and boom developed by CTD, but have been
refined in material preparation, structural optimization and
testing method to meet different engineering requirements
[50, 158, 162]. Some new applications, such as the wrinkled/
slack control component, the release devices, the solar arrays,
and the deployable trusses with new configurations, have been
developed [28, 163, 164]. They may not have attracted much
attention at the moment, but have promising prospects and can
provide inspirations for new application development.

Leng’s group developed two deployable trusses: the
three-longeron beam and the three-longeron truss (figure 17)
[50, 165]. The three-longeron beam was similar to the gravity
gradient boom of the FalconSAT-3 mentioned above, con-
sisting of an extensible central sleeve rod and 120° distributed
SMPC laminates around the sleeve. But its cross-sections of
the same-stage sleeve were in the equal sense for reducing the
friction [50, 51]. The three-longeron truss had three parallel
placed sleeve rods to form an equilateral triangle cross
section. SMPC laminates were overlain the outside of each
sleeve rod [165]. Both deployable trusses had six stages, with
three SMPC laminates at each stage, establishing ‘V’ shape in
the packaged configuration and ‘−’ shape in the deployed
configuration. Figure 17(e) shows the deployment process of

Figure 18. Deployment process of the self-deployable tube [38].

Figure 19. Repeated X-shape mast based on SMPC, (a) deployment process, (b) potential application at deployable membrane telescope for a
CubeSat [166, 167].
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the three-longeron beam. The deployment speed was slowly
at the beginning, then increased as the temperature reached
the Tg of the SMPC, and finally tended to zero; the whole
deployment lasted about 100 s [50]. The stiffness of the truss
was higher than that of the beam, their first order of natural
frequencies were 980.13 and 935.84 Hz in sequence [165].

Unlike the EMC hinge mentioned above, Liu et al
introduced an integrative hinge which was hollowed out
along the side of a SMPC tube to form two symmetrical arc-
shape laminate with an arc angle of 120°, and developed a
self-deployable tube based on the integrative hinge (figure 18)
[38]. The self-deployable tube is packaged in a serpentine
fashion, and can be deployed in a predetermined path by
heating different hinges. The first order of natural frequency
was 101.3 Hz. The deployment time for the hinge with 180°

folding angle was ∼60 s, but could be adjusted by varying the
matrix type, composite dimension, and actuation power [38].
The number and length of segment, the bending angle can be
optimized to meet different requirements. It has good char-
acteristics of none complex mechanical devices, material-
level deployment, lightweight and relatively high stiffness.
The integrated design concept is a good way to improve the
stiffness of new structures. The fewer the detachable joints,
the higher the stiffness of the deployed structure.

Santo et al made a repeated X-shape mast based on
SMPC. It consists of two SMPC strips which are combined at
two intersecting cuts and bent to about 180° in the center
portion of the strip between the two consecutive cuts
(figure 19(a)). A small mast has been prototyped and com-
pleted the deployment test to demonstrate the feasibility of

Figure 20. The deployment process of the cubic deployable support structure, in the first direction, (b) in the second direction, (c) in the third
direction [82].
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this structure. It can support membrane structures, such as
small antennas, membrane telescopes, etc (figure 19(b))
[166]. Li et al developed a cubic deployable support structure
consisting of three-longeron SMPC trusses (figure 20). The
functional component is the arc-shaped SMPC laminate that
provides the recovery force for deployment. The whole
structure could be deployed in three perpendicular directions.
It could be used as the driving mechanism and support
structure for inflatable systems [82]. Santo’s X-shape mast
and Li’s cubic deployable support structure are all based on

the basic SMPC laminates. They modified and assembled the
basic laminate to new structures for specific application
backgrounds. The ingenuity inspires us to deconstruct com-
plex structures into simple components, and eventually
assemble them into pre-conceived structures.

We have discussed the deployment method for space
deployable structures, but rarely involve other components in
the whole structures, such as ultra-thin films in space reflec-
tor, occluder, and solar sail, etc. For membrane structures
with long-term missions, slight changes in surface can

Figure 21. SMP films for wrinkled/slack control, (a) schematic of the shape control concept by attaching a SMP film on the membrane’s
surface, (b) comparison of the measured out-of-plane displacement before and after the SMP film wrinkle control [163].

Figure 22. Smart release devices, (a) the ‘Lotus’ device, (b) the ‘Eight paws’ device, (c) the ‘Bamboo’ device [28].
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severely affect their mechanical property and response acc-
uracy. How to overcome or reduce the indispensable creep is
a challenging issue. In 2013, Senba et al presented a novel
patch-type SMP film for wrinkled/slack control of large
membrane structures (figure 21) [163]. Each SMP film was
pre-elongated before attaching its ends to the membrane.

When needed, the SMP film was heated above its Tg. The
recovery force was transferred to the membrane through
attached ends to change the membrane’s out-of-plane dis-
placement distribution to reduce the wrinkled/slack area.
Once the SMP film cooled below Tg, its shape can be fixed.
Results showed that the effect of the SMP film on the

Figure 23. Space deployable mechanism (SDM), (a) configurations of SDM, (b) the deployment process [162].
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wrinkled area was very localized in region close to it, and the
out-of-plane displacement on the slake area was drastically
reduced [163]. The stress distribution in the membrane should
be considered to optimize the position of the SMP film. This
application is a good example of the structure that values both
shape fixation and recovery capability of the shape memory
component, since the SMP film here must maintain the
stretched length before the recovery operation.

Another application values the shape fixation of SMP/
SMPC is the release device. Wei et al presented three smart
release devices based on carbon fiber reinforced styrene-based
SMPC (figure 22) [28]. Their names are ‘Lotus’, ‘Eight paws’
and ‘Bamboo’ device respectively, corresponding to the
bending, twisting and shrinking deformation modes at the
mating portion. The locking loads of the ‘Lotus’ and

‘Bamboo’ devices were obtained by tensile tests, where the
maximum load of ‘Bamboo’ was 430 N, which was higher
than the 284 N of ‘Lotus’. The ‘Eight paws’ failed to get the
maximum load due to the debonding of paws and the SMPC
cylinder [28]. They can be completely released in less than
30 s. Unlike conventional explosive bolt release devices, new
devices have no pyrotechnics, which reduces the cost and
shock upon release. However, the locking load is much lower,
which limits the application. Devices with larger locking load
are under development. The above-mentioned Senba’s SMP
film and Wei’s smart release devices prove that SMP/SMPC
can be applied not only to space deployable structures, but
also to many other structures involving various deformations.

In 2017, Chen et al developed a new space deployable
mechanism (SDM) which was essentially a larger hinge but

Figure 24. Composite lightweight array using shape-memory polymer (CLASP), (a) nested (P-folded) hinge-line, (b) deployment process of
CLASP on a mock 6U CubeSat [164].
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with different components and configuration compared to the
EMC hinge. Besides the internal SMPC sheets, composite
spring tapes (CSTs) for improving the global stiffness and
deployment force, and aluminum alloy end joints for securing
the SMPCs and CSTs together were integrated into the SDM
(figure 23(a)) [162]. An experimental SDM prototype with a
radius of ∼0.19 m, a length of ∼0.50 m and a weight of
2.142 kg was fabricated, and repetition experiments of the
structural stiffness and shape recovery rate were conducted.
Results indicated that the bending stiffness of the SDM along
X axis is ∼5000 Nm2 [162]. The SDM could effectively
recover at least 10 times with shape recovery rate over
99.994% [162]. It successful deployed an antenna reflector as
shown in figure 23(b). The SDM inspires us to apply other
materials, such as the CST here, to conventional SMPC to
improve the basic mechanical properties.

In 2018, Rakow et al introduced a new Composite
Lightweight Array using shape-memory polymer (CLASP)
for small spacecrafts that require larger area and higher
packaging efficiency of solar arrays [164]. CLASP was a
Z-folded solar array that incorporated Tembo® EMC hinges
spanning the whole width of the edge to connect adjacent
carbon fiber composite substrates. Once deployed, the
CLASP had a continuous surface. This design not only
increases the stiffness and strength of the solar array, but also
increases the stowed volumetric efficiency since the EMC
hinge-lines are packaged in a P-folding shape and stacked
tightly (figure 24(a)). The dimension of the deployed CLASP
was 1.0 m long and 0.36 m wide. A CLASP prototype has
been packaged and deployed multiple times on a side wall of
a mock 6U CubeSat. EMC hinge-lines were developed from
the farthest to the root of the CubeSat, as shown in
figure 24(b) [164]. More ground-based qualification tests
are planned, including thermal vacuum deployment and
vibrations.

SMP/SMPC could be combined with origami/kirigami
technology, considering the crease pattern and behavior of
origami/kirigami are suitable for designing large deployable
structures. Recently, Chen et al published a new solar array
based on origami and SMP actuators [168]. It is mainly
composed of a Hoberman ring and an elastic origami sub-
strate. The Hoberman ring, which is a series of scissor
mechanisms in a circle, forms the structural support system
and the actuation mechanism. The elastic origami substrate
embedded in the round of the Hoberman serves as the sec-
ondary actuation and provides the deployable surface to carry
solar cells. The hub of Hoberman ring and the base layer of
the origami substrate were made of SMP. Both of them were
fabricated by 3D printing. They were printed in expanded
configurations, assembled together by hooks, then packaged
into a cylinder, and finally deployed in hot water with an
expansion ratio of 1000% and development time of 40 s. The
origami folding method provides the possibility of achieving
a higher expansion ratio than the conventional accordion
folding. However, most crease patterns there are irregular,
preventing the effective use of the area, thus related acces-
sories for crease pattern optimization need to be developed.

6. Conclusion

SMP/SMPC has important application value in the aerospace
field, but to achieve commercial applications, they need to
integrate a variety of excellent functions, such as good space
radiation resistance, stable shape memory performance, sui-
table mechanical properties, simple and effective stimulus
methods, etc. It is essential to know that the shape memory
behavior is a general phenomenon of polymeric materials, just
differ in recovery time. The SMP/SMPC stands out mainly
because of its remarkable shape fixation and shape recovery
capability. All aerospace-grade materials are required to do
the space radiation verification. This review lists four radia-
tions, including high vacuum, thermal cycling, UV, and AO,
and shows the epoxy, cyanate and polyimide-based SMPs
have good performance under certain radiation doses. Various
space structures based on SMP/SMPC have been developed.
The spaceflight experiments of SMP/SMPC in open litera-
ture, varying from the material-level (the foams and compo-
site synthesized by Santo et al [70, 71], and the SMP samples
with different surface developed by Aoki et al [156]) to the
structure-level (the EMC hinges and the deployable gravity
gradient boom developed by CTD [39, 65, 153], and the
sunlight-stimulated solar array substrate prototype developed
by Leng’s group [158]), demonstrate good shape recovery
capabilities of material or structure in actual space environ-
ment. However, most of the SMP/SMPC based structures do
not have the opportunities to spaceflight experiments but the
ground verification tests. These structures include the
deployable trusses [38, 50, 165, 166], the cubic deployable
support structure [82], the mesh-surface antenna [51], the
hinge [162], and the deployable solar array [164, 168], etc,
which can deploy successfully by using bending deformation
and show great potential for future application. Besides the
commonly used bending deformation and the shape memory
property of the material, the potential structures adopt tensile
(the wrinkled/slack control component [163]) torsional (the
‘Eight paws’ release device [28]) deformation modes, and
utilize the shape fixation capability of the material to develop
new structures.

7. Future outlook

The SMP/SMPC can be conceived as various components as
long as they are deformable, portable. The research of SMP
and SMPC have experienced rapid and even explosive
growth. The current developments of SMP/SMPC in aero-
space applications have been reviewed above. This section
will give an outlook to the future study.

1. The working conditions, reliability and service life of
the spacecraft are closely related to the space environ-
ment. It is necessary to study the effects of the space
irradiation on materials, exploring the degradation or
erosion mechanisms, and find out proper protective
methods. It should be noticed that the actual space
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environment is a combination of various radiations, and
the coupling effect of multi-space environmental
radiations on materials is temporarily unknown. Provid-
ing a new material spaceflight experiment opportunity
will be the most direct and effective way to evaluate the
material’s resistance to space radiations.

2. Larger but relatively lighter deployable structures are
always expected, especially for solar array, solar sail,
antenna, etc. Origami and kirigami have been intro-
duced to conceive the geometrical design of SMP/
SMPC-based structure. With crease pattern design, high
deployed-to-packaged ratio can be achieved. SMP/
SMPC is mainly used as hinges at creases, the
materials-level deployment mechanism reduces the
mechanical complexity of the system. The thickness
of the material needs to be considered during the pattern
design. Mathematical models have been proven useful
in facilitating the crease pattern modification to
accommodate the material thickness. But practical
modification is still needed to fabricate and test physical
products.

3. Most of the SMP/SMPC used in aerospace applications
is thermal-induced material. Deforming a SMP /SMPC
component requires the presence of heat since both
packaging and deployment need to be implemented
above the material’s Tg. Currently, the resistance film
stuck or embedded in the material is always used as a
controllable electrical stimulation. But the failure of
electricity supply would lead to unpredictable anoma-
lies and even affect the entire spaceflight mission. The
sunlight-stimulated deployment mechanism could be a
remedy of deployment anomaly since the sunlight is
stable and procurable. It also saves the power during
deployment.

4. It is crucial that those SMP/SMPC based structures can
be deployed controllable with high precision and
accuracy. The shape recovery speed and ratio are
affected by various factors, such as the material itself,
the structure form, the environment, especially the
stimulation system. Additional sensors could be
installed to monitor the deployment level and return
data to aid the control of the stimulation system, such as
the heating power and heating time for thermal-induced
SMP/SMPC.

5. The SMP/SMPC mentioned above only has the ‘one-
way recovery’ capability, that is, it just recovers from
the ‘deformed shape’ to the ‘original shape’, and it is
impossible to achieve the reversible switching between
the two states without external force. Therefore, the
application based on SMP/SMPC is mostly a one-time
deployment structure. Reversible deformation without
the need for repeated programming, also known as the
‘two-way shape memory effect’ for SMP /SMPC has
arisen [169–171]. Although they are still in the material
development stage, preliminary progress has made
people see its feasibility in artificial muscles, soft
actuators, grippers and optical gratings, etc [170, 171].
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